FLASH! THIS IS IT. THE BIG SUPPER IS TONIGHT.

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT.... at 6:30 in the PJC Gym there will be held free of charge a very appetizing Buffet Supper. Along with this full-course supper will be movies and get-together... you may remember the last Pizza Smoker and what a success it was. Frank Stein really put on a feed that time and we hope that tonight will be as successful as the good ole PJC boys have a ball.... Tonight's supper has the promise of being better than the Smoker; it'll take a lot of making to beat Frank's version of a good time, but we can try.

WILLIE-LUMP-LUMP SAYS THAT HE IS TIRED OF JUST PLAIN OLD TURKEY AND SIRLOIN STEAK WITH CAVIAR SO HE'S GOING TO INDULGE TONIGHT IN HAM AND TURKEY THAT WON'T BE PLAIN!!!!!!

BRAIN TEASERS....

1. How can five people divide a sack of five apples equally, without cutting them up, and still have one apple left in the sack?

2. How is it possible for Jim to stand behind George and George to stand behind Jim... at the same time?

3. How many times can you subtract the numeral one from the numeral twenty-five?

4. What is the closest relation that your mother's brother's brother-in-law could be to you?

Try these and compare to answers the next week.

Read. Dig. "THINK--or think!"

Place-card hanging in the office of the Farrell steamship company:

Outside an Indianapolisin gas station: "To keep from having complaints about our free service, there will be no free service." Read. Dig.
"EQUALISM" ......................................................... by John P. Smith

What has happened to "Democratic Idealism?" Has it lost its attraction to the young and old alike? In all probability it has. Here is my version on how to correct this state of affairs.

Many forms of "Idealism" have taken its place. Some of these trends are towards initiative-robbing Socialism, race-hating Fascism and worst of all...soul-devouring Communism. None of these forms of "Idealism" can ever really solve the dangers and conflicts with which the world is faced today.

The answer lies in the need for a new brand of "Democratic Idealism" and that is the creation of an "ideal" that would rid the world of the cause of all wars and disputes (either directly or indirectly) and that is the problem of "Equality of Mankind" or "Equalism." Solve this problem and you solve the ills of the earth.

How many countless thousands of people all over the world have turned away from our way of living and thinking simply because, we, as a free and Christian nation, do not practice what we preach in our Constitution, Bill of Rights and Emancipation Proclamation. Mostly all we fail in our everyday lives to practice tolerance and love of "Brother-Man."

We have our unwritten caste systems not unlike that of India, only ours is very subtle (to a degree) and vigorously denied. We cannot correct this, if "YOU"the average American could absorb and practice Thomas Jefferson's famous doctrine "ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL," and emphasize the fact that they are equal and should be treated as such. Then, and only then, fellow Americans, will the trend in Asia, Africa and the American Hemisphere to join the Communist cause be stemmed and would undoubtedly reverse itself in favor of the "Free World and Equalism."

It is either the practice of "Equality of Mankind" in any and all circumstances, or...the Communist brand of eventual "thought-controlled" equality with no individual choice whatsoever.

There is no other course. ***********

BUT IT THIS WAY..... SAT EVE POST

Some of the most trouble-some teenagers are much older:......A diplomat is one who can put his feet down without stepping on somebody's toes...Nothing discourages a woman from sitting on her husband's lap as much as his occupying it himself....It's hard to keep a woman's love warm without a kitchen stove....Lots of women would make better wives if they weren't so busy making better husbands....***********

The sensible girl waits to get both rings before showing her hand. (Bob Pitch)SEF

THE quickest way a man can dry his wife's tears is to throw in the sponge. SEF

Al Schaefer

JAZZ CLUB HAS VERY SUCCESSFUL MEETING AT WJC WOODY HERMAN'S RECORDS WERE DISCUSSED AND A GOOD TIME WAS HAD BY ALL ATTENDING...INTERESTED IN JAZZ ???DIXIELAND, PROGRESSIVE OR A MIXTURE???? JOIN THE JAZZ CLU NOW....***********

ANYONE IN THE SENIOR CLASS INTERESTED IN CLASS PICTURES TALK IT UP WITH SCOTT LOVEJOY THE MORE PICTURES THE CHEAPER IT IS???? WHAT'S THE SCOOP ON THE LONGHAIR CLUB???? LACK OF INTEREST?????....WATCH FOR THE NEXT DATE FOR A "SMOKER" WITH THE PINOCHEL CLUB......PLEASE REMOVE YOUR REFUSE FROM THE TABLES IN THE CAFETERIA...... (Ed. J.P. Smith, LR Mudge, Norm Richards)